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Abstract
Confidence reflects a belief or faith in oneself, and is measured by embedding ratings within
ability tests. The research declaring cross-cultural invariance has examined Confidence using
exploratory factor analysis. This is limited to exploring the overall structure or configural
invariance, of Confidence. The aim of this study was to examine the measurement invariance
of Confidence across two cultural samples, using multi-group confirmatory factor analysis
(MGCFA) to extend our knowledge of its structure to metric (item loadings) and scalar (item
intercept) properties. In contrast to previous research on school-age children, participants
were 1522 adults from Australia (N=833) and Thailand (N=689) who completed the ebilities
MAS-2 cognitive ability tests online. Separate confirmatory factor analyses in the cultural
samples indicated an acceptable fit of a model with one latent factor representing Confidence.
Results of MGCFA supported the configural, metric, and scalar invariance of Confidence
across cultures. Evidence for the invariance of a one-factor structure was found across the
two national samples. Implications and future research directions in the domain of selection
and assessment are discussed.
Keywords: Cross-cultural psychology, Decision making, Intelligence/abilities, Confidence.
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Introduction
Confidence has been receiving increasing attention in
individual differences research [1]. Confidence is defined
as a form of metacognition or self-monitoring that reflects
a person’s perception of their accuracy on a given task.
Individuals are asked to answer a test item, following which
they are asked to make a judgement about the accuracy
of their answer [2,3]. Individuals high in Confidence can
be described as decisive, whereas those who are low on
it are hesitant about their decision-making capacity [4]. It
has been suggested that accurate self-monitoring such as
that represented by Confidence is the foundation required
to employ more complex metacognitive processes, for
example planning and selecting learning strategies [5,6].
Confidence appears to have real-world implications for
decision making in workplace contexts [7,8], however,
much of the research on its psychometric properties has
accumulated in educational settings.
Without a measure validated for use in high stakes
cognitive testing, the implications of Confidence for
decision-making in employment contexts is poorly
understood. Therefore, the primary focus of this study is on
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the psychometric properties of the ebilities Mental Agility
Series 2 (MAS-2), a cognitive ability and Confidence test
typically administered in high stakes testing situations. We
particularly focused on the consistency of its item-level
factor structure across two national samples (Australia
and Thailand). Our aim is to demonstrate that, like the
measures employed in educational contexts, Confidence
can be measured reliably in working adult samples and that
it is a unitary psychological trait. In contrast to previous
research, at the group level, we sought to examine the
invariance of the Confidence factor structure across the
two national samples using a more stringent test than has
previously been applied to other measures of Confidence.

Theoretical Accounts of Confidence
Studies of Confidence and its realism are typically viewed
as elements of metacognition and self-regulated learning,
or whether those who know more also know more about
how much they know [9]. Accuracy is defined to denote
a person’s performance on items from typical cognitive
tests, and corresponding confidence on these items is
measured by asking participants to state, on a percentage
scale, how confident they are that their answer to a just
J Psychol Cognition 2016 Volume 1 Issue 1
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provided test item was correct. Miscalibration or selfmonitoring refers to the ability to appraise the accuracy of
one’s cognitive work while doing it [10] and is measured
as the discrepancy between the accuracy of the test item
and the corresponding Confidence of the individual
answering it. Miscalibration can exist as both underconfidence (confidence is lower than percentage accuracy
on a cognitive test) and over-confidence (confidence is
higher than percentage accuracy).
Two theoretical accounts of Confidence in decision-making
dominate the literature: the ecological approach [11] and
the heuristics and biases approach [12]. The ecological
approach to Confidence asserts that the discrepancy
between accuracy on test items and Confidence on the
same item can be explained in terms of the difficulty of test
items. A given person might not know the correct answer
to a difficult test item and therefore uses the available
and potentially misleading cues to answer the question.
For advocates of the ecological approach, the sources
of miscalibration reside outside the individual [13]. In
contrast, the heuristics and biases approach attributes
miscalibration to sources within the individual [4,12]. This
second approach is linked to the error model proposed by
Soll, which states that miscalibration is due to participants’
limited experience with cognitive test stimuli, and their
inconsistency in forming subjective feelings of confidence
[14]. This error interacts with the stimulus being presented
and may lead to overconfidence [4].
Dougherty proposed an integration of the ecological and
error models of Confidence. Dougherty’s model predicts
that miscalibration (over-confidence or under-confidence
bias) should decrease both as a function of experience
with cognitive test items, and as a function of intelligence
[15]. This suggests that Confidence consists of a random
part including lack of experience with cognitive test items
and uncertainty that difficult items on the test introduce
[14] and non-random, systematic and reliable individual
differences in Confidence. According to Dougherty’s
account, Confidence is likely to be positively associated
with intelligence. Further, although Confidence ratings
are likely to contain random variance associated with
item difficulty, the individual differences component in
Confidence is likely to be most important for subsequent
decision-making. Our focus in this article is on the
individual differences approach to Confidence.

Correlates of Trait Confidence
Confidence is an important predictor of accuracy on a
test, with correlations in the literature reported between
0.40 and 0.60 [16]. Confidence also predicts achievement
on standardized tests within schooling systems [17-19].
For example, Morony et al. investigated the relationship
between Confidence and mathematics accuracy in over
7000 secondary school students across Europe and Asia
and found that Confidence was the single most important
predictor of mathematics accuracy on the Program for
International Assessment (PISA) items [18]. Stankov et al.
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similarly found that Confidence was an excellent predictor
of accuracy on both Mathematics (R2=0.484) and English
tests (R2=0.362) among a group of 1940 Singaporean
secondary school students [19].
Confidence might also prove useful in predicting
maladaptive personality styles which have been shown to
impact on job performance and individual job satisfaction.
One such study by Want and Kleitman investigated the link
between imposter feelings and low Confidence in ability,
based on the hypothesis that a gap between assessments
of one’s ability and task-related achievements (i.e., poor
self-monitoring) is at the heart of Imposter Phenomenon
(IP) [8]. Supporting the predictions of this study, higher
impostor scores correlated with lower Confidence levels,
but not with the accuracy score of the test. This validated
the original formulation of IP, being high achievers who
make unreasonably low assessments of their performance.
Furthermore, as suggested by Want and Kleitman,
evidence is emerging for the role of Confidence in effective
decision-making [8]. In a study of 196 psychology students
exposed to a medical decision-making paradigm under
conditions of uncertainty, Jackson and Kleitman found
that an increase in Confidence resulted in an incremental
increase in congruent, optimal and incompetent decision
tendencies (R2=19%, 10% and 9%, respectively), and a
decrease in hesitant tendencies (R2=17%) after diagnostic
accuracy and intelligence had been accounted for [7].
Using the clinician example given in the study, this
indicates that Confidence increases the likelihood that a
clinician will correctly diagnose and appropriately treat
their patients (optimal), but also that clinicians will treat
a patient regardless of diagnosis accuracy (congruent
and incompetent). A decrease in Confidence predicts
the clinician who tends to request further diagnostic
tests despite arriving at a correct diagnosis for a patient
(hesitant). Such findings suggest that Confidence has realworld implications that are worthy of investigation in a
workplace context.

Structure of Confidence Measures
Confidence appears as a separate, domain-general factor
[20]. Results of multiple factor analyses indicate that
Confidence forms a single component separate from
both accuracy and non-cognitive constructs (such as
self-efficacy, self-concept and self-esteem), regardless
of the cognitive subtests in which Confidence ratings
are provided [4]. A similar structure of Confidence has
furthermore been demonstrated across multiple cultural
samples. Morony et al. investigated the cross-cultural
variance of self-beliefs in adolescent samples in relation
to achievement in mathematics in Asia (Singapore, South
Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan) and Europe (Denmark,
The Netherlands, Finland, Serbia and Latvia) [18]. Despite
the Asian countries being lower on self-concept and
higher on mathematics anxiety than European countries,
Confidence showed little difference in structure between
regions and accounted for most of the variance explained
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by the other self-constructs combined. These findings
suggest that Confidence is unlikely to disadvantage
particular cultural groups of job candidates if used in a
selection and assessment context.

Limitations of Previous Confidence Research
Despite the evidence that Confidence might have
implications for behaviour at work, the research addressing
the psychometric properties, structure and utility of
Confidence has accumulated primarily in educational
settings. Therefore, there is a need to replicate this research
in adult working population samples across cultures. As
suggested above, much of the research on Confidence has
demonstrated that it forms a unitary construct. Much of
this research has examined the structure of Confidence
using exploratory factor analysis techniques, and has only
examined the overall structure of the latent Confidence
construct [4,19,21-23]. No research that we are aware of
has examined the measurement invariance of Confidence
across cultures.
Measurement invariance (MI) is a statistical property of
measurement that enables researchers to evaluate whether
the same construct is being measured across specified
groups [24]. Multiple group confirmatory factor analysis
[25] can be used to test for measurement invariance.
The MGCFA technique involves applying cross-group
constraints on the models and comparing these models
with the previous, less restricted model [26]. According
to this approach, there are three levels of measurement
invariance relevant to comparing scores across cultures
[27]: (a) configural invariance (all groups have the
same factor structure), (b) metric invariance (the factor
loadings of the indicators are equal across the compared
groups), and (c) scalar invariance (in addition, all indicator
intercepts are equal across groups). Previous research on
Confidence has been limited to identifying its configural
invariance. Metric invariance is required to compare factor
covariances or unstandardized regression coefficients
across groups; its presence indicates that a construct has
the same metric and the same meaning across groups.
Scalar invariance is required to compare construct means
across groups; its presence indicates that the scales can
be interpreted in a similar way in each group [26,28].
Establishing evidence for both the metric and scalar
invariance of Confidence suggests that we can compare
individual’s scores on Confidence directly, regardless of
their cultural origin. Measurement invariance techniques
will be used in the current study to investigate the crossnational differences in the psychometric properties of
Confidence in more detail.

Research Aim
The aim of this research was to investigate the measurement
invariance properties of the ebilities MAS-2 measure
of Confidence within a cognitive ability test typically
administered in high stakes testing situations. In contrast
to previous research that has only explored the configural
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invariance or overall structure of confidence, we sought
to identify whether Confidence was invariant on its item
loadings and intercepts as well. These correspond to
metric and scalar invariance respectively. In contrast to
previous research exploring the structure of Confidence
in school-age participants, we recruited working adults
from two separate sources within Australia and Thailand.
We expected, in line with previous research conducted
by Stankov et al. that a one-component structure of
Confidence will replicate across two cultural samples
(configural invariance). We also explored whether the
indicators (items) of Confidence were all related to the
latent variable to the same degree in each cultural sample
(metric invariance), and whether the intercepts of these
items were similar across groups (scalar invariance).

Methods
Participants
Participants were 1522 adults from Australia and Thailand.
The Australian sample consisted of 367 job applicants
applying for positions as security guards and 270 adults
applying for other white collar and managerial positions
who completed the Mental Agility Series 2 (MAS-2) under
supervised conditions. The remaining 196 participants
completed the MAS-2 in their own time. Many Australian
participants were Caucasian (65.9%). The Thailand
sample consisted of applicants to graduate positions at a
major multi-national corporation. All the participants from
Thailand completed the MAS-2 in their own time. Most
Thailand participants (98.1%) reported their ethnicity as
Asian. Proficiency in the English language is a condition
of employment in Thailand; hence the MAS-2 was
administered in English to these participants. Sample
information for each country is presented in Table 1.
Compared to the participants from Thailand, the majority
of the Australian sample were male and spoke English
as their first language. There were a higher proportion of
degree-educated participants in the Thailand sample.
Measures
The ebilities MAS-2 battery was designed to provide two
core tests of cognitive abilities: Swaps and Numerical
Operations. These tests measure some of the key cognitive
abilities described by the theory of fluid and crystallised
intelligence [29]. All items included within the battery had
cut-off times.
Test of fluid ability (Gf) – Swaps: This was a test of fluid
ability that involved working memory. Test-takers were
shown a set of three pictures and were given an instruction
about swapping the order of the pictures, for example,
“Swap 2 and 3”. They were then shown an answer screen,
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of each sample
Country
Australia
Thailand

Age
%
(SD)
Female
833 36.12 (14.85)
32.2
689 24.31 (4.12)
69.7
N

%
English
77.3
3.8

%
Degree
63.6
85.7
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which included the same three pictures in various orders.
Participants were asked to select the option that presented
the correct sequence of pictures after the swap had been
made. A total of 20 test items ranged between 1 and 4
swaps, with item complexity increasing as more swaps
were required. The technical manual for this test reports
an internal reliability of α=0.97 [29].
Test of quantitative knowledge (Gq) - Numerical
operations: This test consisted of mathematical questions
that requested the participants to solve by using addition,
subtraction, division and multiplication, and select the
correct solution to the problem from the four possible
options below it. Test-takers were instructed to select
the solution to the problem from the options. There were
25 items in the test that varied in difficulty, and were
completed without the use of a calculator. The internal
reliability of this test was α=0.95.
Confidence: Confidence was measured by embedding
survey questions into each of the ability tests. After each
test item, participants were asked to rate how confident
they were that they answered the preceding question
correctly. The response options ranged between 25%
confidence (consistent with the chance of guessing the
correct answer) and 100% confidence. For each subtest
(Swaps and Numerical Operations) an average Confidence
score was calculated. The internal reliability on both
Swaps and Numerical Operations Confidence indices in
the current sample was α=0.95.

Statistical Analyses
Multiple-group confirmatory factor analysis (MGCFA)
tests a series of increasingly restrictive models to
determine whether the fit is similar across groups. The
analyses were performed in AMOS 22.0 [30]. We used
three fit indices across all levels of our MGCFA to
evaluate model fit. The first was the Normed chi-square
(χ2/df), with values between 1.0 and 5.0 indicating
acceptable fit in applied settings. The Comparative Fit
Index (CFI) compares the fit of a researcher’s model
with a more restricted baseline model. Values greater
than 0.90 indicate an acceptable model fit [31]. The Root
Mean-square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) reflects
the degree to which a researcher’s model reasonably
fits the population covariance matrix, while taking into
account the degrees of freedom and sample size [32]. It is
a parsimony-adjusted index that favours simpler models.
When the RMSEA value is below 0.05, the model has a
very good model fit [33]. When the RMSEA value is 0.08
or less, the model has a reasonable fit [31,34]. Examining
these fit statistics gave an indication of the reliability and
validity of the model in each national sample.
The analyses consisted of four steps, in which the structure
of Confidence was examined using increasingly restrictive
models:
1. For both Swaps and Numerical Operations, a
J Psychol Cognition 2016 Volume 1 Issue 1

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was conducted
to specify the model of Confidence that would be
tested for measurement invariance.
We calculated the one-component Confidence model
across our total sample (N=1522) to identify appropriate
covariances between items. We conducted this step first
to ensure that the covariances tested in the subsequent
MGCFAs were consistent across national samples.
Consistent with the error model of Confidence [14], the
uncertainty that difficult or unfamiliar test items produce
are random sources of variance not attributable to the trait
Confidence we are attempting to examine. On this basis
we added covariances between items similar in content
and difficulty. Examination of the standardised residual
covariance matrix and the modification indices were used
to identify covariance between items that might be due to
these sources of variance external to the individual.
2. Before testing measurement invariance, a CFA
was performed in both the Australian and
Thailand datasets independently to ensure that the
measurement model was an acceptable fit in both
samples, using maximum likelihood estimation.
3. To assess configural invariance, we ran the MGCFA
without any constraints. In subsequent MGCFAs,
we added the restrictions needed to test each more
stringent level of measurement invariance. Item
factor loadings were restricted first as a test of metric
invariance. If the fit of the metric invariance model
was sufficient, we then tested scalar invariance by
restricting item intercepts to be equal across groups.
We used the cut-off criteria suggested by Chen to determine
whether the more restrictive models had significantly
deteriorated in fit [35]. The criteria for identifying poor
metric invariance compared to the configural model in a
sample larger than 300, were a change larger than 0.01
in CFI, supplemented by a change larger than 0.015
in RMSEA. The criteria for identifying limited scalar
invariance compared with the metric invariance model
were a change larger than 0.01 in CFI, supplemented by a
change larger than 0.015 in RMSEA. We used changes in
CFI larger than 0.01 and changes in RMSEA larger than
0.015 as indicating the absence of invariance [36].
4. We used AMOS 22.0 to identify misspecifications
of the model parameters.
For metric invariance, we determined which item loadings
caused the largest misspecification. For scalar invariance,
we determined which item intercept caused the largest
misspecification. We then released only the misspecified
items and repeated the analysis. After detecting the largest
misspecification and releasing non-invariant parameters,
we relied on the global fit measures of the final models to
evaluate model fit in the manner described above.

Procedure
Participants completed the MAS-2 online using a unique
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username and password to log in to the ebilities testing
platform. The tests were always administered in the
following order: Swaps and Numerical Operations. All
items had a cut-off time for completion. Six hundred and
thirty-seven Australian job applicants completed the MAS2 under supervised test conditions. The remaining 196
Australian test-takers and the Thailand sample completed
the MAS-2 unsupervised in their own time. There were no
differences in scores on the MAS-2 on either accuracy or
Confidence dependent on the supervised nature of the test.
Approval for the study was granted by the university’s
Human Research Ethics Committee.

predictors of confidence ratings in either national sample;
therefore they were not included as control variables in the
models. MAS overall intelligence scores were included
to control for the association between Confidence and
cognitive ability in all models. Table 2 presents the fit
indices for Swaps and Numerical Operations Confidence.

Results
Before conducting our invariance analyses, we examined
the correlation between overall Confidence and General
Mental Ability (GMA), calculated as a composite of
Swaps and Numerical Operations accuracy. Consistent
with the previous literature indicating a relationship
between ability and Confidence, there was a strong and
positive correlation between Confidence and GMA across
samples, r=0.59, p<0.001. There was no significant
difference in the correlation between Confidence and
GMA for the Australian (r=0.53, p<0.001) and Thailand
(r=0.51, p<0.001) samples, z=0.48, p=0.32.

Measurement Invariance Tests
We first tested whether the one-factor model of
Confidence fitted the empirical data from each national
sample. A one-component model was specified with
each item on Confidence serving as an indicator. Figure
1 illustrates the model for Confidence on Swaps. Swaps
Confidence demonstrated acceptable fit for the Australian
(χ2 (132)=483.045, p<0.001; χ2/df=3.659; CFI=0.969;
RMSEA=0.057) and Thailand samples (χ2 (132)=488.532,
p<0.001; χ2/df=3.701; CFI=0.957; RMSEA=0.063).
Numerical Operations Confidence similarly demonstrated
acceptable fit for the Australian (χ2 (247)=927.713,
p<0.001; χ2/df=3.755; CFI=0.951; RMSEA=0.058)
and Thailand samples (χ2 (247)=641.299, p<0.001; χ2/
df=2.596; CFI=0.948; RMSEA=0.048). Overall these
results indicated that the one-factor model of Confidence
was strongly supported for both tests in both national
samples.
MGCFA was then run. Age and gender were not significant

Figure 1. Confirmatory factor analysis structure for swaps
Note. The large ellipse represents the confidence latent
variables, the small ellipses represent measurement errors and
the rectangles represent the confidence items.

Table 2. Fit indices for invariance tests for accuracy and confidence
Model
Swaps
1. Configural
2. Metric
3. Scalar
Numerical Operations
1. Configural
2. Metric
3. Scalar

χ2 (df)

χ2/df

CFI

RMSEA

ΔCFI

ΔRMSEA

971.613 (264)*
1108.682 (284)*
1242.918 (304)*

3.680
3.904
4.089

0.964
0.958
0.952

0.042
0.044
0.045

0.006
0.006

0.002
0.001

1568.995 (494)*
1920.245 (519)*
2114.625 (544)*

3.176
3.700
3.887

0.950
0.935
0.927

0.038
0.042
0.044

0.015
0.008

0.004
0.002

Notes: *=p<0.001; Δ=change in; Change in CFI and RMSEA are reported as absolute values
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The configural models were an excellent fit to the data in
both the Australian and Thailand samples. This indicates
that the same structure was an appropriate model for
representing the variance in Confidence for Swaps and
Numerical Operations, in both national samples.
As configural invariance was supported, we then
constrained the factor loadings to be equal across both
groups as a test of metric invariance. The fit of the metric
models for Swaps and Numerical Operations can be found
in Table 2. There was a significant difference in chi-square
between the configural and the metric model for Swaps
(χ2 (20)=137.069, p<0.001) and Numerical Operations (χ2
(25)=351.25, p<0.001). The change in CFI did not exceed
0.01, nor did the change in RMSEA exceed 0.015 for
the Swaps model. Although the change in CFI exceeded
0.01 for the Numerical Operations model, this was not
supplemented by a change of more than 0.015 in the
RMSEA value. As can be seen in Table 2, the metric model
for both tests was an excellent fit to the observed data. The
full metric invariance of Confidence was supported across
Australian and Thai test-takers.
Because the MGCFA indicated full metric invariance,
the item intercepts of all items were then constrained to
be equal across groups as a test of scalar invariance. The
fit of the scalar models for both Swaps and Numerical
Operations are reported in Table 2. A significant difference
was observed between the metric and scalar models
for Swaps (χ2 (20)=134.236, p<0.001) and Numerical
Operations (χ2 (25)=194.38, p<0.001). The difference in
CFI and RMSEA between the metric and the scalar models
did not exceed the cut-off criteria suggested by Chen
[35]. The scalar models for both Swaps and Numerical
Operations indicated an excellent fit to the observed data,
suggesting that Confidence exhibited scalar invariance
properties across both tests in both national samples.

Discussion
The results indicated support for the study hypothesis.
As expected, Confidence demonstrated stability in a
one-component structure across samples, as evidenced
by the excellent fit of the configural models for Swaps
and Numerical Operations. In addition, Confidence
demonstrated both metric and scalar invariance across
cultures. This supported our expectations that Confidence
would exhibit the same structural properties regardless
of the culture it was administered in, and suggests some
implications for the use of the Confidence construct across
diverse job seeker populations.
The support for both metric and scalar invariance indicates
that the Confidence scale has the same metric value across
groups. This means that we can calculate an average
score across Confidence test items and compare these
scores between any two individuals, regardless of their
cultural origin. MGCFA is a much more stringent test of
the measurement invariance of the scale and so forms a
much more rigorous test of the structural measurement
J Psychol Cognition 2016 Volume 1 Issue 1

properties of Confidence than has previously been
applied in adolescent samples. Measuring within groups
and comparing individual scores within these groups is
appropriate, as is comparison across the national samples
of Australia and Thailand. This suggests that comparing
means across groups is likely to be a culture-fair assessment
of individual differences in Confidence. Examination
of the meaning of Confidence across cultures appears
warranted, particularly its implications for subsequent
workplace performance.
These findings appear to support a model of Confidence
and its assessment that does not depend on the culture it
is administered in, consistent with the body of evidence
accumulated on Confidence in educational settings.
However, in some cases the research indicates that national
samples exhibit differences in Confidence. Morony et al.
examined the cross-cultural invariance of mathematics
self-beliefs in Confucian Asian and European countries,
and found significant differences in mathematics
Confidence between national samples [18]. This was
despite finding limited evidence for differences between
European and Asian regions (Cohen’s d=0.12). Acker and
Duck investigated cross-cultural overconfidence in the
context of behavioural finance models and biased selfattribution, which is the tendency to view one’s superior
ability as evidence of skill, while attributing evidence
contrary to superior performance as sabotage or bad
luck. In a sample of 111 third-year undergraduate finance
students participating in the stock-market game, Asians
significantly over-predicted their rank relative to other
students in the activity compared to British participants.
This was despite there being no difference in biased
self-attribution found between groups. Acker and Duck
suggested that the increased Confidence of Asians was
not because they had inflated views of their own abilities
[37]. In contrast to these findings, the current analyses
appear to suggest that Asian cultures such as the Thailand
sample presented here might be responding to the question
asking them to rate their certainty of a correct answer in
a similar way to predominantly European countries such
as Australia. Like Stankov et al., we found evidence
for the configural invariance of Confidence. We further
extended the evidence of measurement invariance to both
the item loadings (metric) and their intercepts (scalar).
These findings suggest there is validity in comparing trait
Confidence across cultures.

Limitations
Some limitations are present in the current data. The first
is the high proportion of males in the Australian dataset.
Given that Confidence exhibits some evidence of gender
differences [38], the relative lack of females in this sample
might have impacted on the plausibility of the structural
model presented above. We examined the measurement
invariance models within each culture separately for each
gender, and found no evidence that gender affected the
fit of the model structural estimates, indicating that the
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gender imbalance in the Australian example is unlikely to
have had undue influence on the MGCFA estimates.
Second, data was examined from two geographic regions
only, Australia and Thailand. Stankov and Lee examined
confidence across nine world regions based on samples
from 33 nations and found that differences between
nations on cognitive ability were greater than they were on
confidence ratings [23]. A similar approach was not taken
here because the data on multiple national samples is not
yet available on the MAS-2 for working adults. Although
we have demonstrated that the measurement properties of
Confidence in a sample of adult test-takers are invariant,
culture might play a role in how this Confidence is
expressed. For example, Australian individuals might
express Confidence because of a cultural norm that
expects individuals to be certain about their judgements
on tests. In contrast, individuals from Thailand might
interpret and respond to Confidence questions based on
a cultural norm to express Confidence despite having
lower self-beliefs. This difference in expression could
stem from different interpretations of what is being asked
differences in self-promotion, beliefs about the self and
Confidence, or cultural pressures on employees to respond
in a certain way to questions about Confidence. Because
our research was quantitative in nature, we were unable to
examine whether there were differences in the expression
of Confidence across Australian and Thailand test-taker
samples. Further research might wish to examine the
determinants of Confidence across cultures in a qualitative
manner to identify some of the ways in which Confidence
is expressed in Australia compared to Thailand. Future
research might also seek to investigate the domaingenerality of Confidence amongst working adults across a
broader range of cultural groups.
A further limitation of this dataset is the lack of
information on the relationship between Confidence
and other variables typically measured in employment
contexts, most notably personality. In student populations
the construct of Confidence has been linked to personality
traits, with consistently small correlations (r=0.30)
between Confidence and the openness factor from the Big
5 model being noted by Pallier et al. and Stankov and Lee
[4,39]. Among a sample of working adults, low levels of
Confidence were associated with a sense of inferiority
and self-criticism and the fear of being unable to replicate
one’s own success that has come to be associated with
the imposter phenomenon [8]. Future research might
investigate the association between Confidence and
personality in working adult samples, to confirm that
Confidence is a factor distinct from both ability and
personality, and to investigate the existence of personality
correlates of Confidence in working adults.

Implications
Most of the previous research in this area has focused on
the psychometric properties of Confidence in adolescent
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and secondary school samples. In contrast, the current
paper explores the structure of Confidence in a group of
working adults taking a test for employment selection.
There is the possibility that the psychometric properties
of the test could be different in a group of working adults
undergoing a high-stakes testing situation. We have now
established through the current research that this is not the
case. This means that the measurement of Confidence is
minimally affected by the testing situation or the age of the
sample being targeted.
The current research also extends the methodological
rigour with which the structure of Confidence was
assessed. Most previous research in this area has been
conducted using exploratory factor analysis only. As
explained in the introduction, exploratory factor analysis
is limited to testing the overall structure of measurement
instruments. It does not indicate whether the factor
loadings of individual items or their intercepts are similar.
Both features are needed in addition to a similar structure
across cultures, to compare latent means or average scores
across groups. MGCFA allowed us to extend the evidence
for the measurement invariance of Confidence across
cultures, and it suggests that it is valid to compare mean
scores on Confidence across cultural boundaries.
Finally, much of the previous research on the psychometric
properties of Confidence has been conducted by the
same research team, on the same demographic samples
[1,3,4,10,16,18,19,21-23,39-43]. Given that the research
team across these previous studies has been similar, this
introduces the possibility of a bias in this body of research.
The current study not only replicates the findings of these
authors, it does so with a more rigorous method, and it
demonstrates that their findings in adolescents generalize
to working adults.

Future Research Directions
Decision-making is a complex process, and a body of
evidence exists in support of the central role of general
cognitive ability to optimal decision-making. For example,
Gonzalez has shown that an individual’s performance on
a dynamic decision-making task under high workload
is related to cognitive abilities [44]. Other person
characteristics like Confidence are also recognized for
their contribution to the decision-making process. Parker
and Fischhoff put forward the view that making accurate
judgements about one’s own competence is critical to
effective decision-making [45]. They further contended
that people with unwarranted Confidence might neglect
signals that they require further information, assistance
from others, or that their decisions are faulty. On the other
hand, individuals with low Confidence might needlessly
hesitate defer to others more often or are doubtful of their
ability to make sound decisions. More recently, Jackson
and Kleitman concluded that metacognitive Confidence,
despite being typically ignored in preference for
Intelligence, is an important psychological construct to be
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included in the study of decision-making processes [7]. A
potentially valuable line of investigation in employment
settings may look to establish if Confidence demonstrates
incremental validity above general mental ability in
predicting job performance criteria reflective of optimal
decision-making.
The validity of Confidence in decision-making might
further extend past working life and into implications
for older adults. In a study of driver confidence among
community-dwelling older adults, Reindeau et al. identified
that Confidence in driving ability was unrelated to on-road
driving performance [46]. These findings suggest that older
adults might continue to drive based on a faulty degree
of confidence in their skill. However, the implications of
confidence for older adults might not be unremittingly
negative. A recent study of US adults demonstrated that
even after controlling for knowledge of investing and
saving for retirement, individuals with greater confidence
were more likely to report using financial planning services
for retirement and were more successful at minimizing fees
in a hypothetical investment task [47]. Cognitive ability
is further implicated in the medication adherence of older
adults with chronic conditions [48,49]. Confidence might
influence the association between cognitive ability and
medication adherence behaviours in older adults. Future
research might wish to explore the role of confidence in
health behaviours.

Conclusion
This research sought to establish that confidence can be
reliably measured via tests developed for use in selection
and development contexts, and that it can be identified as
an individual difference factor. In this regard, the study
set out to replicate findings on the psychometric properties
of the confidence construct as measured within tests
administered to adolescents and undergraduate university
students. The results of this study demonstrated that the
current confidence measure also reflects a domain-general
and trait-like construct in a sample of working adults.
Consistent with our predictions, a one-component structure
of confidence, with invariant item loadings and intercepts
was found. This means that the confidence construct is
unlikely to vary depending on the country it is administered
within. The development of this measure not only has
implications for research on confidence in employed adult
samples, but might also provide a marker of potentially
important workplace behaviours such as decision-making,
valuable to selection and assessment professionals. Further
investigation is required to determine the exact nature of
these relationships, their personality correlates, and their
implications for the organisational and national context.
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